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15 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE
For more than 15 years, professionalism has been
ingrained in our projects, plans, and services.

We pride ourselves with quality work that is

expected from the best in the industry.

Sawinery is a one-stop source for anything woodworking-
related. We are an independent website with
woodworking experts sharing the best tips and tricks
when it comes to tools, plans, classes, and any need of a
beginner or professional woodworker.

AN INTRODUCTION: SAWINERY 

SAWINERY IS YOUR SOURCE FOR EVERYTHING WOODWORKING RELATED

#1 Woodworking Education Resource SINCE 2006
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Nothing goes out of Sawinery unchecked, trimmed, and polished into its best version.Our team of experts has

built a reputation for quality outputs, whether it is a personal DIY wood project, or a huge-scale carpentry
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LOOKING TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS?

Sawinery offers promotional packages to help you reach your target audience and increase your

online visibility. Whether you're looking to promote your power tool brand or sell your digital

products,we have a range of promotional packages to suit your needs. 

Our packages include sponsored content, featured listings, and social media promotions, giving

you the exposure you need to stand out in a crowded online market. With a dedicated audience

of woodworking enthusiasts and professionals, our website is the perfect platform to showcase

your talents and reach new customers. 

OUR AUDIENCE

10K
Google Organic
Daily Page views

1k+
Facebook
Followers

1.3K
Instagram
Followers

100k
Monthly Views

on Pinterest

1K+
Blog Posts on the

website
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Cost-effective packages: Compared to other websites, our promotional packages are

more cost-effective and won’t break the bank. 

Reach a targeted audience: Sawinery can help your business reach a highly targeted

audience of woodworking enthusiasts and professionals.

Boost website traffic: By reaching our wider audience of woodworking enthusiasts, we

can help drive traffic to your business resulting in increased leads, sales, and revenue.

Increase visibility & brand awareness: With increased online visibility, your potential

customers will easily find your business online.
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WHAT WE CAN GUARANTEE

Responsive Email Support

Email us at contact@sawinery.net today to learn more about our promotional packages

 and take your woodworking business to the next level!

WHY PARTNER WITH US

OUR MEDIA PACKAGES

Sponsored Post - starts at $250

Sponsorship package - starts at $400
1 Sponsored post
Social Media Promotion of the Sponsored post
3 Incoming internal links

Banners Advertisment
We also offer sitewide banners (e.g.
sidebar banner or text banner)

Note: Prices may vary depending on the topic, the URL we will link to, or the chosen page.

Quick Turnaround Time Reach to over 300,000 People
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